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BACKGROUND

The growth of the British Empire during the second half of the eighteenth century and the 
nineteenth century contributed to a period of relative wealth and political stability and provided an 
environment in which new pastimes were available, either by invention or by adoption from other 
cultures, and could flourish.

Following the industrial revolution there was a growing class with time and money to spare, and the
means to mass produce material for education or amusement.

Playing cards were in general use, with many games coming in and out of fashion. Chess, Draughts 
and Backgammon were well established, and to a lesser extent Fox and Geese and Nine Men’s 
Morris or Mill.

While Association and Rugby Football evolved in schools, and Badminton, Croquet and Lawn 
Tennis evolved in country houses, new indoor pursuits such as Ludo, Snakes & Ladders, Snap and 
Happy Families and a mass of less well known table games evolved or were codified. Some were 
aimed at intellectual stimulation, some at education, and some purely to amuse. Games for family 
play often had a strong element of chance, as did gambling games, so that children or less 
experienced players might enjoy the pastime or competition.

BOARD GAMES

 “Table games” have usually been classified as either board games or card games, depending on the 
equipment used. Other classifications include dexterity games (eg.Spellicans, Squails, Tiddledy 
Winks and top spinning games such as Cannonade), word games (eg.Word Making, and later 
Scrabble), question and answer games (eg.Who Knows? and later Trivial Pursuit), and games of 
chance (eg.Roulette, Loto and Crown & Anchor). The scope of this paper is limited to those table 
games which may be classified as board games, though a few dexterity games for the tabletop are 
included.

The earliest games which required printed material were produced by map or book publishers (eg 
Wallis, Darton, Ogilvy, and Betts). Other board games which used equipment of turned wood or 
other materials were produced by businesses described as turners and toymen (eg Buckland, Izzard, 
Jaques and Ayres). Playing card makers often produced the card games. It is interesting that Jaques, 
being turners not publishers, sold their early board games with wood or leather boards, not printed 
paper or cardboard.



JAQUES

In the period from 1795 to 1849 the firm founded by Thomas Jaques in Leather Lane and Hatton 
Garden London were turners of ivory bone and exotic hardwoods and were also manufacturing 
Tunbridgeware, a term initially covering small turned “whitewood” items with painted decoration, 
later with fine wood mosaic inlay decoration. Thomas Jaques and his son John produced a trade 
card in 1816 which listed products including “Ivory Chessmen, plain and handsomely carved, 
Billiard balls of every size and weight, Pope Joan Tables, plain and handsomely Japanned, variety 
of patterns, Chessboards and Backgammon Tables complete, Games of every description”. Then or 
soon afterwards a series of small turned whitewood peg boards were made for the games of Fox & 
Geese (single and double), German Tactics (Asalto), Mill (Nine Mens Morris), Three Garrisons, 
Knights Errant, Boundary Lines, and Wolf & Sheep. The equipment for games, tops teetotums, fish 
and other counters, pieces, dominoes and fine wood boxes were also made. 

  
Figure 1a, 1b. Fish, mats and counters, c1820 onwards.         Mill peg board c1820 onwards

In 1849 the firm came to prominence as the manufacturers of the new Staunton pattern chessmen, 
which effectively became the standard pattern for the game.

Having established of a reputation for high quality, continued efforts were made from 1850 to bring 
new games to the marketplace, and in the period 1850-1900 Jaques were leading producers (but 
generally not the inventors) of new games, many of which are still popular. They were associated 
with the introduction of and codified rules for Croquet and Table Tennis (Ping Pong), and 
introduced Tiddledy Winks, Happy Families and Snap. A list of card games published c1895 
included over 60 titles, including titles first produced by George Williams and David Ogilvy. Board 
games were fewer in number but significant. 



For travellers the “In Statu Quo” Gard  travelling chess set was Patented 1853.  There were large 
turned boards surrounded by a metal gallery for The Race Game (Racing Game, Steeplechase) 
Gard as well as for the dexterity top games of Cannonade 1854 Gard , and Tournament. 

  

  

Figure 2a, 2b. Racing Game with gallery, c1854 onwards, and Cannonade with gallery

The New Game of Imperial Contest or Allied Armies Gard was published in 1855 with quoted 
opinions of the press including (from the Spectator):  “The [Crimean} War has inspired inventive 
genius with the idea of a new game in which the pieces are named with reference to actualities. The 
Emperor of Russia, surrounded by a bodyguard of eight men , stands in the centre of a board 
divided into eighty one squares; and if he moves into any of the squares that form the border he has 
won the game. The four Allies [English French Turks and Sardinians] whose aggregate force 
amounts to sixteen men, are so placed on the sides of the board as to offer a stout resistance, if 
managed by a skilful player; and victory is on their side if they surround the aggressor so as to 
deprive him of the power of motion. The game offers room for a legitimate trial of skill, and will 
therefore be acceptable to those serious grown up individuals who can take delight in intellectual 
contests but shrink from the intricacies of the chess board. It should be added, that the game is 
entirely new, both in the mode of attaining final victory and in the method of capture, and is 
therefore to be distinguished from the mass of old notions with new-fangled names that are put forth
every season”.  The game was advertised by Jaques as “invented by the late Rev. Dr. Manson”, but 
seems practically identical to “Linnaeus’s account of Tablut [Hneftafl] given by Sir J.E. Smith 
under date of 21 July 1732” (Murray. History of Board Games other than Chess, p63).
The game of The Crusade  Gard  appears to have come out a few years later.  The board is similar 
to an Alquerque board, but with 36 points. A copy of the rules has so far not been found.

   

  

    

Figure 3a, 3b. Imperial Contest and Crusade. Leather boards



In 1857 Jaques had produced a highly successful dexterity game, Squails, Gard derived from 
Caroms which had  been devised by Wolrych Whitmore Jones and passed on to Jaques in return for 
a royalty (David Pritchard, The History of Croquet, p16).  Wolrych’s elder brother Walter was a fine
Croquet player and largely responsible for codifying its laws, a version of which was published by 
Jaques in 1858, followed by Parlour Croquet Gard with a tabletop board. A design was registered 
for a tube with Backgammon, Chess and Draughts: “B.C.D.” Gard. Also in 1858 Walter published 
the game of War Gard and persuaded Jaques to take it up, but it did not take off as Squails had 
done. Jaques did then take up his game “The Chinese Imperial Game of Frogs and Toads” Gard , 
to which he had originally proposed the name Leapfrog, which was more successful, and his sister 
Mary’s game Hard Lines Gard was published by Jaques in 1860. From the same productive 
Whitmore Jones family Jaques then took up Miss Mordaunt’s game Mangola, (published Swaine 
and Jones, 1864) derived from Mancala, published in 1863/4. At the time of his death in 1872 
Walter was working on a book to be called “Games for the Country House, by the inventor of 
Squails, Frogs and Toads, Hard Lines, Mangola, etc.” (Pritchard p23).

    
    

         Fig 4a, 4b. Frogs and Toads, and Hard Lines, introduced by the Whitmore Jones family

Other board games from this early period were Rotarygammon or Rotary Gammon, a form of 
circular backgammon with a leather board published in 1856 and Numerals in 1860, followed by 
Non-Plus, The Arena Gard , The Oxford University Boat Race, Gard  and the card game Happy 
Families, all in 1861. 

   

          

    

                   Fig 5a, 5b. Rotarygammon, and box and pieces for Non Plus               



At about this time the whitewood turned game boards were superseded by a series of heavier turned
mahogany boards, which remained in production until the twentieth century. These included boards 
for Solitaire Gard (now “played with Glass Balls” instead of the earlier bone pegs), Fox and Geese
(single and double) Gard , Nine Men’s Morris or Merelles Gard , German Tactics (Asalto) Gard,
Three Garrisons,  Gard The Royal Garrison Game  Gard (a form of double Asalto with three 
officers and fifty men, as produced earlier by David Ogilvy under the title Hungarian Tactics, Gard)
and The Russian Bear Hunt (which was registered for Copyright in 1854 and advertised by the 
retailer Frank Merry). 

  

   

Fig 6a, 6b. Turned boards with glass balls. Royal Garrison Game and Russian Bear Hunt.

Jaques also produced many puzzles including some on turned wood boards, notably two Numerical 
(magic square) Puzzles Gard registered in 1858, the Star puzzle, and another named Trental Gard. 
The Traveller’s Dodecahedron was a puzzle “forming a popular illustration of Sir William 
Hamilton’s Icosian Game” Gard which was registered in 1859. The advertisement for the game 
stated: “This ingenious and interesting game is played upon a polished mahogany board with 20 
pieces or men, numbered from 1 to 20. The game forms a highly amusing pastime for the drawing 
room and is especially interesting to students in mathematics”.

       

                         Fig 7a, 7b Trental board. Icosian game board



Jaques published a catalogue c. 1862 which included reference to most of the games previously 
mentioned, together with others not classified as board games. A game called Running Deer was 
protected by Jaques in the designs Registry in 1862. Not strictly a board game, it was a table top 
apparatus described in Every Little Boy’s Book, Routledge, 1866, “A new game played on a folding
mahogany board, at one end  of which a deer runs down an incline, the object of the player being to 
strike the animal in its descent by means of darts shot from a tube having an india-rubber apparatus 
affixed to it”. Note: this description does not exactly meet the design as registered by Jaques.

Games which came out soon afterwards included the naval battle game Rival Squadrons 1862 
Gard , Mangola previously referred to, Patchesi Gard (a version of Pachisi, Murray p 132) 
registered in 1863,  The King of the Castle (an 81 cell board with a marked central Castle square 
for the king) registered 1864, and Hexagonia Gard published in 1864, which (David Pritchard, The 
Encyclopedia of Chess Variants p. 143) thought might be one of the the first chess-type games on a 
hexagonal board. Rules for Knight Errant were published in 1866  by John Hanks. The game was 
later described as a game of the “Draughts” order played by two persons each having six pieces 
which move as the knights of chess. Pontoons Gard was first advertised c. 1867. The same game 
was described under the name Bridges and Boats in Dean & Son’s Jolly Games For Happy Homes, 
edited by Georgiana C. Clark.

   

                                Figure 8a, 8b.  The King of the Castle, and Pontoons

Around 1870 Excelsior was advertised as “A game for Juveniles”. A version of Agon or the 
Queen’s Guards Gard (which had been first published in 1843) seems to have been made by 
Jaques at about that time.

Most of the Jaques records were lost in a bombing raid c.1942, following which production moved 
to Thornton Heath. But a valuable pattern book partially survived which has illustrations of games 
in production up to about 1877. 

Subsequent to the pattern book period the games of Go Bang, Reversi and Halma  (all in Gard ) 
were produced and by the end of the century were referred to as favourites.  Several firms including



Jaques produced versions of Go Bang (Go-Bang, Go-Ban) and rules were published in 1877. 
Earlier versions (Cremer’s Go-Ban, Gard) used a board with 21 by 21 points or 20 by 20 cells, but 
later a smaller board of 14 by 14 cells seems to have become standard. Their version of Reversi 
(Waterman’s, Gard) was in competition with others. The Club series book Reversi and Go Bang by 
“Berkley” “Authorised by Lewis Waterman” published by George Bell & Sons 1890 begins its 
introduction: “Few games, to our knowledge, have taken such a hold upon the general public in so 
short a time as the game of Reversi. Although it has not been published more than a few years, yet 
the sale has been immense. If it be true that imitation is the sincerest flattery, this game is already 
stamped with success, in that at least one, if not more games, have been re-christened and called 
Reversi. The one we have more especially in our mind is Annexation, or Reversi , a game very 
similar in appearance and name, but unlike in its completeness and the wording and clearness of its 
rules. The game we are about to describe is the original game published by Messrs. Jaques & Son, 
and invented by Mr. Waterman, who has kindly authorised us to make user of his rules and 
description of the game”. This was later “reinvented” as Othello.

Jaques sold Reversi as a game “For the chess-board”. The competing firm F. H. Ayres  sold their 
game Annexation or Reversi as a game “For the draught board”, and later dropped reference to 
Annexation in the title. Ayres Annexation had originally been played on a cruciform board. Jaques 
later brought out a variations named Royal Reversi Gard and Reversi Cube Game.  

Halma Gard was another favourite game produced by Jaques, Ayres and others. Its origins are 
unclear. Brian Love in Great Board Games, Ebury Press 1979 says p5 it was devised in England in 
1854 and first copyrighted in the USA in 1885 where it was known as Hoppity. Later research 
indicates the game was devised in America and produced there by Edward Horseman. As with 
Reversi and other popular games Jaques produced many different qualities. The cheapest on one list
was No 0. Paper covered Board, wood men (2 players) 1/-. The most expensive was No.10. Leather 
on Millboard, real ivory men (to order) 42/-. In between were best men, hardwood men and bone 
men. Some wood men, presumably best men, were painted with stripes.  Jaques later advertised a 
game named Pirouette or Circular Halma. A very sophisticated war game named Polemos Gard 
came out c1885 which may have been derived from Walter Whitmore Jones’ War. The second 
edition states it was played at The Royal United Service Institution in 1885 and awarded a prize 
medal at The International Inventions Exhibition. 

An advertisement c.1895 shows Tigers and Goats, Gard as a “New Indian Royal Game” with 
Prince of Wales feathers, but it has the appearance of a game made rather earlier. It is similar to “the
tiger game” Pulijudam shown in Murray p107, and has pleasing glass playing pieces. Similarly 
packaged are the version of Agon previously mentioned, and “The New Game of Three Circles or
Allied Colours” Gard . There are 22 white pieces, 11 of which are drilled for distinction, and eighty
coloured pieces in four colours. Anarese rules were published and registered for copyright by 
Jaques in October 1895. The proprietor of the Copyright (presumably the inventor) was Samuel 
Levi, who had registered a Patent the previous June. The game board was illustrated in a trade 
journal, named Anareesi.

  

 



Fig. 9a, 9b. Tigers & Goats, c1885.    Anarese, 1895

Race games in the 1890’s included Wheeling, Gard a New and Exciting game for cyclists, in which
with the aid of a lamp, spanner, “pneumatic outfit and bell or whistle” the participants could reach 
the Anchor at Ripley (the Spears version Cycling required a revolver to get past the “footpad”). 
Getting Up Gard was a similar game for children, who had to get dressed and could not pass Nurse
without having collected a sponge flannel, brush and comb, etc.. Royal Mail Gard was a railway 
race from London to Edinburgh. There were” Rules and Penalties” including at Crewe “Remain 
here until every player has passed and visit the N.W. Railway Engine Works”, and at Warrington 
“Pay 6 stakes towards Ship Canal expenses”.

Shantu, Gard a three player game, was advertised by Jaques c1895 as “a worthy successor to 
Gobang Reversi Halma and other favourites”. It had been patented  on 21 Dec. 1893 by L. H. Lees. 
The same advertisement included Hexagony, Wasp, Rengar (“Football as a Board Game”)” and 
four versions of Ludo, Gard as well as a similar number of versions of Patchesi. 

   

 

Fig. 10a, 10b.     Shantu, 1893.  Hexagony, c1895  



Table Tennis was advertised as Gossima or Parlour Tennis, with a Trade Mark registered 16 July 
1891. Ayres brought out a similar game with a “feather-weight ball”, initially called Whiff-Waff 
Gard. The name Ping Pong Gard was adopted by Jaques (with Hamley) soon after, probably when 
the celluloid ball replaced the soft ball. Also a Table Cricket board was advertised which looks 
rather like Subbuteo cricket.

Finally,  an advertisement at about the turn of the century shows Peelerino Gard (“How to Take a 
burglar to the police station”), Numerical Ludo (“an improved Ludo with numbered counters”), 
and Boer or Briton (“A new war game, founded on the British advance on Pretoria, and the 
invasion of Natal by the Boers”).

                                            SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES

Who invented the games?
This is not always an easy question to answer. Despite any publicity hype to the contrary it seems 
the Jaques firm were manufacturers, and sometimes wholesalers, who did not “invent” many games 
themselves. In the Gard database the term “Maker” includes manufacturers, publishers, wholesalers,
sometimes inventors, and sometimes an author of rules or the designer of a board.
The Register of Designs gives the name of the person claiming protection, not necessarily the 
designer. The Copyrights register gives “Author” of text and Publisher for a specified set of rules, 
which may not be rules first in use. A Trade List of a publisher or manufacturer may include items 
bought in from another.

What Jaques were successful at was manufacturing to a high standard, using fine mahogany, 
boxwood, exotic hardwoods, bone and ivory. They were also very successful at promoting their 
products. Any number of firms might have made a success of a playing card matching game or a set
collecting game, but it was Jaques Snap and Happy Families that everyone wanted. The same could 
be said for Croquet and Table Tennis. 

Jaques used this expertise with some of David Ogilvy’s card games. David’s firm produced 
wonderful printed board and card games c1840-60, with beautiful hand coloured lithographs in 
chestnut boxes, many at 3s.6d. Jaques was producing card games at 1/-, which hit the Ogilvy sales. 
David tried to respond with some of his own series repackaged at 1/- without great success. But 
then he passed some of these games to Jaques, who reprinted them with smart slipcases and many 
with bright colour print with great success, somewhat to David’s chagrin! See the chapter about this
by Michael Thomson in “An Antique Games Compendium”, Doplin Books, 2021, 
ISBN:9798582891345. This book also has much new information about the counters and equipment
used for board and card games of this period and earlier.

Some contemporary descriptions.

A Naval Engagement in the British Channel. “Designed for General Amusement by T Newton. 
Published by T Jaques, London. Entered at Stamp Office and Stationers’ Hall. A Bailey, Printer, 116
Chancery Lane”.  (Bailey’s dates are 1807-1822)



Tournament. “A capital game, played on a round mahogany board. Three tops or champions of 
different colours are spun in the centre of the board, and these strike against each other with 
remarkable force; the player whose champion dies nearest the centre wins the game. Price, with 
wood tops, 10s.; superior ivory tops, 14s.”

Imperial Contest. “This amusing game, invented by the late Rev. Dr. Manson, is played by two 
persons on a leather board, with 24 men and a larger piece Called the Emperor. The mode of 
playing is readily understood by the Rules; but there is scarcely any limit to the skill that may be 
exercised in playing the game; less complicated than Chess, it forms a very pleasing mental exercise
to the youthful mind, and will doubtless become one of our standard national games”.

Rotarygammon. “A lively and amusing game for four players, combining chance with skill; played
on a leather board with 16 men”.

Hard Lines. “This amusing game is played by two persons (each having 14 men) upon a leather 
board; the object of the players is to fill a row of 8 upon the gold lines...This game being a short and
lively one, is well adapted for ladies’ play”.

Icosian Game.  “Invented by Sir William Hamilton, LLD, FRAS, etc.,Royal Astronomer of Ireland,
forming a new and highly amusing game for the drawing room, particularly interesting to students 
in mathematics as illustrating the principles of the Icosian Calculus. Played upon a polished 
mahogany board with 20 pieces or men, numbered from 1 to 20. Price complete, 8s.6d.; superior, 
12s.6d.; with ivory men, 20s.”.

Crusade. “Played by two persons on a leather board, each player having 9 men and 2 officers. The 
game is simple in construction and is easily acquired, but there is scarcely any limit to the skill that 
may be exhibited in playing it. The pretty appearance of the pieces with the crescent and the cross, 
indicating the Saracens and the Knight Templars, recommends this game as one especially adapted 
for a birthday present or new-year gift. Price, 10s.6d. Superior 12s.6d.”.

Oxford University Boat Race. “This capital round game is adapted for any number of persons. 
Each player chooses a boat bearing the appropriate arms of its College, and the game is played on a 
folding board representing a river. The game may be played in a variety of ways, either by flat 
races, in heats, the College Bump races, or as in the Oxford and Cambridge boat race”.

Non Plus. “A new and lively game of skill, played with 24 pieces on an ordinary chess-board. The 
game is more interesting than Draughts, and less complicated than Chess, and will be found highly 
amusing”.

Arena. “A highly amusing game for any number of players; played on a leather board with 24 men, 
combining chance with skill without the use of dice”.

Frogs and Toads. “A new and fascinating game of skill for two players; played on a leather board 
with twelve reptiles [sic]; the toads crawling and the frogs hopping, according to certain laws laid 
down in the rules. The game occupies but a few minutes, but there is scarcely any limit to the skill 
that may be exhibited in playing it”.

The Russian Bear Hunt. “Played on a mahogany board with 9 glass balls; one player taking the 8 
small men and the other the larger one. The game is founded on a system of blockade, the pieces not
being captured in the usual way; it affords opportunity for the exercise of skill and foresight, and 
will be found a most amusing game”.



War. “This finely designed game is played by two persons on a large leather board divided into a 
great number of squares. Each player has an army composed of infantry, cavalry and artillery, 
represented by certain pieces, and these are placed by the first player in any position on the field he 
chooses. The second player then places his army in a position to attack his adversary’s weakest 
point, and the player who first captures his adversary’s standard wins. The Game of War is entirely 
one of skill and strategy for the display of which it is admirably adapted, bearing the closest analogy
to actual warfare attainable in a game. Price of board, with men complete, 30s. Superior ditto, £3.

Patchesi, or Homeward Bound.  “A new game played by four persons...Each player is provided 
with three pieces or men, and these are moved according to the throws of a die or totum (subject to 
certain laws) along the outer squares of the cross, thence proceeding up the centre row home. 
Prices, paper mounted in box 1s; superior quality, 2s.6d., or on leather board with bone men etc., 
8s.6d.; superior quality 10s.6d.”. Note: later editions say “Each player has four coloured… [men]”.

Pontoons. “An original and highly interesting game, one of the very best yet brought out. The rules 
of the game are easily acquired, and in playing it, excellent opportunities for the display of skill are 
afforded”. Like Frogs and Toads, pieces could be placed on top of others (ie onto the Pontoons).

Hexagonia. “A new game for two players, played on a board divided into hexagons...Each player 
has fourteen pieces, representing infantry, cavalry, and artillery, and one principal piece, viz the 
King. The various pieces have certain moves on the board analogous to those of a real army, and the
game is won by the player who first succeeds in placing his King (without liability to capture) on 
the central hexagon”. 

Anarese. “The game, which is an illustration of the science of Attack and Defence, will call forth 
the skill, patience, and strategy of the player...The Game is played by two players. The board is 
supposed to be the battlefield and the object is either to capture the enemy’s piece, to block the 
opposing force so they cannot advance or recede, to take possession of the whole of the enemy’s 
forts”.  The Stationer, Printer and Fancy Trades Register, Feb. 1 1896 has a good illustration of the 
board but names the game Anareesi. The full rules are are annexed to the Copyright application 
form (Copy 1) at the Public Records Office, Kew.

                     A summary   of Board Games by Jaques 1850-1900  
                                     (in approximate order of date)

CHESS                                        Wood or Ivory before 1816
BACKGAMMON                       Wooden before 1816, leather before 1838
DRAUGHTS                               from before 1816
MILL (PEGS)                             All peg boards probably before 1849     
FOX & GEESE (PEGS)                  
(GERMAN) TACTICS (PEGS)         
THREE GARRISONS (PEGS)        
KNIGHTS ERRANT (PEGS)          
BOUNDARY LINES (PEGS)          
WOLF & SHEEP (PEGS) 
SOLITAIRE (PEGS)            
STAUNTON CHESSMEN 1849
IN STATU QUO CHESS    1853
CANNONADE                   1854
CIRCULAR POOL



TOURNAMENT
IMPERIAL CONTEST      1855
ROTARYGAMMON         1856
SQUAILS                           1857
B.C.D BOARD                   1858
ICOSIAN GAME               1859
CRUSADE
NUMERALS                      1860
HARD LINES
 NON-PLUS                        1861
OXFORD U. B0AT RACE
ARENA 
PARLOUR CROQUET
RIVAL SQUADRONS
SOLITAIRE GLASS BALLS
GERMAN TACTICS DITTO
THREE GARRISONS
AMERICAN CONTEST c1862
FROGS & TOADS
RUNNING DEER
MANGOLA 
ROYAL GARRISON       c1863
RUSSIAN BEAR HUNT
MERELLES
WAR
THE MOORISH FORT
PATCHESI                          1863
(or HOMEWARD BOUND)
HEXAGONIA                    1864
KING OF THE CASTLE
EXCELSIOR                      1865
KNIGHT ERRANT
RUNNING DEER              1866
PONTOONS                       1867
ATTACK & DEFENCE
AGON                              c1870
HOELDER
GO BANG                         1876
HALMA                           c1885
TIGERS & GOATS
THREE CIRCLES
POLEMOS
REVERSI                        c1888
ROYAL REVERSI          c1890
PIROUETTE                     1892
SHAN –TU                        1893
ROYAL MAIL
WASP                                1894
HEXAGONY                   c1895
RENGAR
DUCDAME
KONO



SNAKES & LADDERS
LUDO
ANARESE
BOER OR BRITON
CINGALESE?
WHEELING                      1896
NUMERICAL LUDO      c1900
PEELERINO
WATERLOO CUP
REVERSI CUBE GAME
ROYAL REVERSI
GETTING UP
EN ROUTE

                          Fig.  11.     Jaques Indoor Games Trade List index.  1925


